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EXCITING

FAST-MOVING

INCLUSIVE



A few words from our recruitment partners Ruchit Patel and Rohan Massey

“ Deciding where to begin your legal career can be daunting. There are 
many factors to consider – the type of law you’re interested in practising, 
each firm’s clients, the people, culture and the professional development 
opportunities on offer. 

 We’ve created this brochure to help you understand the kind of firm we are 
and what you can expect as a trainee in our London office. Hear from some 
of our trainees about the varied and challenging client work they do, our 
global reach, our supportive and collaborative culture, our unparalleled 
pro bono offering and our career development opportunities. 

 We both hugely enjoy the exciting, fast-moving and inclusive culture 
at Ropes & Gray’s London office as well as the experience of building 
something new. Once you’ve had chance to read through these pages,  
we hope you’ll consider joining us as we continue to grow and develop  
our business.”

Ruchit Patel  Rohan Massey



AN EXCEPTIONAL PLACE TO BEGIN 

AND BUILD YOUR CAREER



Why Ropes & Gray
Ropes & Gray is one of the world’s preeminent law firms. Client by client, we have 
built a reputation for high-quality work, a pragmatic approach, and impeccable 
standards of service and ethics. We count many of the world’s most respected 
companies and institutions as long-term clients, and serve organisations at all 
stages of development, as well as investors and individuals. Clients trust us with 
their most important matters because they know we understand their businesses 
and deliver the results they need.

Our London office – an integral part of Ropes & Gray’s global offering – has 
been developed to meet the needs of the firm’s sophisticated fund and investor 
client base, alongside corporate clients across a range of industries including life 
sciences, health care, financial services, asset management and TMT. Our office 
features an international team of lawyers – from 15 countries and speaking more 
than 32 languages – that provides our clients with a full service of transatlantic 
legal capabilities coupled with an in-depth understanding of the market in the UK, 
Europe and Asia. Our team additionally has strong and long-standing relationships 
with leading local firms across the EMEA region.



YOUR LIFE AS A ROPES & GRAY TRAINEE

Ropes & Gray is a great place to start your career. The select number 
of trainees at the firm means we can offer you early responsibility 
and challenging work, assisting in the end-to-end process of 
complex transactions. This is balanced by an ‘open door’ policy and 
non-hierarchical culture, ensuring you have the support to build a 
successful career.



YOUR LIFE AS A ROPES & GRAY TRAINEE



“ The culture of the firm is very 
friendly, and everyone in the office is 
approachable and willing to help if 
you have a problem. I also feel that I 
have a more significant role in deals 
than my counterparts at other firms 
and am trusted to progress matters.”

 MICHAEL HARRIS
 2nd Seat – Litigation & Enforcement

INSIDER VIEW – OUR CULTURE

“ The firm’s commitment to diversity 
and the fact that the London office is 
so diverse with people from different 
parts of the world make the firm and 
the office a fascinating place to work.”

  MERRICK HO
 4th Seat – secondment  

to Hong Kong office



“ Due to our relatively new presence 
in London, the firm has a dynamic, 
diverse and cosmopolitan feel. The 
firm projects this culture, not only 
through the events, activities and 
training sessions it hosts, but also 
through each individual’s day-to-day 
attitude. At Ropes & Gray you’ll often 
find yourself surrounded by friends, 
not colleagues.” 

 VICTORIA SRIVASTAVA 
 4th Seat – Real Estate

“ I have found the culture to be very 
progressive. Alongside delivering 
expert legal advice, the firm has an 
equally valued commitment to public 
service through its wide-ranging  
pro bono initiatives. The firm takes an 
active role in looking after employees 
with initiatives like yoga on the roof 
terrace, mindfulness sessions and 
various well-being programmes.”

 EAMON GALLAGHER
 3rd Seat – Private Equity



We want you to be the very best lawyer you can be and believe our trainee 
programme provides you with the perfect platform from which you can go 
on to develop your career within the firm. 

YOUR TRAINING CONTRACT



SUPPORT
Highly trained and 
dedicated supervisors to 
provide you with on-the-
job training and feedback, 
together with objective 
mentoring and advice.

SEATS
A four-seat rotation giving you 
exposure to a number of legal 
disciplines, including Finance, 
Private Equity, Antitrust, 
Litigation & Enforcement, 
Privacy & Cybersecurity, and 
Real Estate, among others.

FEEDBACK
A structured performance 
review system that ensures 
you receive feedback on 
your performance every 
three months to recognise 
achievements and identify 
any areas of development.

TRAINING
A comprehensive training 
programme consisting 
of in-house courses, 
specialist seminars and 
workshops. You will also 
complete a litigation 
training programme, which 
is completed in the second 
year of your training contract.



INSIDER VIEW – MY TRAINING CONTRACT

“ My most memorable moment has been undertaking two 
physical signings in one week! It is very exciting meeting the 
client and seeing the product of your hard work laid out for 
signing. For one of the deals, more than 50 documents had 
to be signed and it can be a bit nerve-wracking making sure 
everything is signed in the right place by the right person, 
but very satisfying seeing a month’s work come together.

 The biggest challenge I found on joining was settling into 
the routines of office life and figuring out the subtleties of 
working in a professional environment. The other lawyers  
and the PAs do understand that it takes time to get up to 
speed and will always help you with issues like IT, which  
can otherwise be a stumbling block!”

 MICHAEL HARRIS
 2nd Seat – Litigation & Enforcement



“ Having completed my first seat in the hedge funds team, 
I was invited to attend the annual hedge funds practice 
group event in the New York office. This was an amazing 
opportunity to meet colleagues from a variety of offices 
in the United States. During my visit, I took part in a 
negotiation skills workshop alongside associates in the 
hedge funds practice. This was a great chance to challenge 
myself and learn from more experienced lawyers.

 I think the biggest challenge has been learning how to 
manage the expectations of those around me. Partners and 
associates will often have different ways of managing their 
deals and I have been fortunate enough to learn from a wide 
range of people. Having open and direct communication 
with the partners and associates has helped me manage my 
workload and learn how to prioritise different tasks.”

 EAMON GALLAGHER
 3rd Seat – Private Equity



DEAL SPOTLIGHT
“ Just a week into my secondment, I was put on the 

finance team for the acquisition of Toshiba Corp’s 
semiconductor business by a group led by our long-term 
client Bain Capital, which included Apple, Kingston, 
Dell Technologies, amongst others. The transaction is not 
only the largest leveraged buyout and private equity deal 
ever in Asia but also amongst the most complex M&A 
transactions globally in 2017 and 2018. It was great to 
see how Ropes & Gray lawyers from Tokyo, Boston, Hong 
Kong, New York, London, San Francisco and Silicon 
Valley offices pulled and worked together as one team to 
deliver results for our client. Ropes & Gray received the 
Financial Times highest honour, standout recognition, in 
the category “Innovative in Legal Expertise: Managing 
Complexity and Scale” for its work on this deal.”

INTERNATIONAL VIEW – MY SECONDMENT



INTERNATIONAL VIEW – MY SECONDMENT
“ The first morning of my third seat rotation was different to the previous 

two rotations. Instead of crossing the street from City Thameslink with a 
magnificent view of St Paul’s and walking into the Ropes & Gray’s newly  
built London home at Ludgate Hill, I found myself in Hong Kong looking  
up at the high-rise towers at One & Two Exchange Square, the home of 
numerous international banks, law firms and the Hong Kong Stock Exchange. 

 My seat was in the finance practice group, and there is no place more 
suitable than the Central District of Hong Kong, the very heart of modern 
Hong Kong and high finance. The location of the office and trainee 
accommodation encourages interaction with the city’s local Cantonese culture 
while still maintaining proximity to the former colony’s prime expat stomping 
grounds. Every morning I passed by Man Mo temple where businesspeople 
and locals pay respect to the gods before their daily routines. 

 The Hong Kong practice groups are tightknit and hardworking, resulting 
in a collegial but no-nonsense environment for a trainee passing through. 
As a trainee, you are exposed to the unique market practices found in 
Asia, where transactions are rarely routine, flexibility is paramount, and 
procedural familiarity will only get you so far. With trilingual secretaries and 
a diverse team of legal professionals qualified across the globe, it’s hard 
not to embrace Hong Kong office’s East-meets-West professional culture, 
punctuated by the universal conscientiousness and sincerity which define 
Ropes & Gray. 

 I had a fantastic time in Hong Kong thanks to many of my Ropes & Gray 
colleagues in London, Hong Kong and the US who chipped in to make sure 
my transition between the two offices was as smooth as possible.” 

 MICHELLE LIPTAKOVA
 4th Seat – Tax



PRO BONO – SEE HOW YOU CAN HELP 

RECENT PROJECTS
–   Assisting the work of the 

North Kensington Law 
Centre after the Grenfell 
Tower fire

–   Successfully piloting 
a programme helping 
undocumented minors 
with Home Office 
applications to remain  
in the UK

–   Supporting teams of  
Ropes & Gray lawyers  
as they work to reunify  
families separated at  
the Texas border

–   Successfully appealing 
welfare benefit decisions  
at tribunal

Ropes & Gray has a long and proud tradition of delivering legal 
services to those in need. Last year the firm committed over 
160,000 hours to its pro bono clients around the world, and all 
our lawyers are encouraged to do at least 20 hours of pro bono 
work a year. Our trainees play an important role in our London 
and Asia programmes. From advising at our family law clinic in 
Bethnal Green to analysing cases for referral to the Criminal Cases 
Review Commission, our trainees have access to a wide range of 
opportunities and are encouraged to innovate and take leadership 
roles. Pro bono work can provide opportunities to take responsibility 
and lead a project at an early stage in your career, developing skills 
and gaining valuable experience while making a vital contribution 
to those who need it most.



PRO BONO – SEE HOW YOU CAN HELP 

“ In July 2018 I had the opportunity to travel to Ruaha National Park 
in Tanzania for a week with Lawyers Without Borders where I assisted 
with the training of wildlife officers, police officers, prosecutors and 
elders in the local communities on anti-wildlife trafficking issues: 
human-wildlife conflict, poaching investigations and other legal 
processes connected with poaching and conservation. We covered 
crime scene investigation, interviewing witnesses, testifying in court, 
the applicable laws in the community and resolving human-wildlife 
conflict. I gave presentations, organised practical activities and 
played interactive games which Ropes & Gray helped to produce.

 This was a great opportunity for me to deliver the training materials 
I had worked on and improve my presentation and communication 
skills. It was a privilege to work among the community members who 
have dedicated their lives to preventing poaching of elephants and 
other animals in Ruaha National Park programmes.” 

 HARRIET SLATER
 Associate



  Able to understand, analyse and solve 
intricate problems 

    Able to absorb and evaluate large 
amounts of information in order to 
form opinions and offer solutions

    Detail-conscious with an inclination to 
spot where things might be wrong

    Intellectually curious and motivated to 
research areas of interest or problems

COLLOBORATON &  
COMMUNICATION

BRAIN POWER

   Able to work effectively in teams and 
build solid working relationships

   Comfortable to assume a position  
of responsibility

  Able to successfully adapt 
communication style for  
different audiences 

  Able to effectively persuade and 
influence others

  Actively listens to others

Our trainees come 
from a variety of 
degree disciplines 
and backgrounds 
but all share the 
following attributes:

NO TYPICAL ROPES & GRAY TRAINEE



   Demonstrable interest in how business 
works at a macro and micro level 

   Able to identify key commercial issues 
and market trends in relevant markets 
and sectors

   Understand how law firms operate as 
businesses and how they formulate 
business strategy

  Excited to build something new

   Motivated to learn new things and 
gain new experiences

   Confident to try out different 
approaches in order to solve problems 

   Flexible and resilient

   Able to adapt to the fluidity of a 
dynamic, growing firm

  Able to bring a different perspective  
to the firm and team

  Self-motivated and focused, with clear 
career goals

  Displays good judgement and the 
ability to work independently 

   Able to recognise strengths and 
weaknesses and learn from past 
experience

COMMERCIAL 
AWARENESS

GROWTH MINDSET INDIVIDUAL TALENT

NO TYPICAL ROPES & GRAY TRAINEE



INSIDER VIEW – OUR ROUTE TO ROPES & GRAY

“ I have an unusual background as after graduating with a 
law degree from university I took three years out to play 
poker online full-time and save enough money to fund 
the LPC. I was always intending to become a lawyer and 
after a vacation scheme at Ropes & Gray I was offered a 
training contract which I accepted immediately!

 I was initially invited to a networking event at the office, 
which was an excellent opportunity to learn about the 
firm and its culture (and also helped tailor my vacation 
scheme application!). I accepted my offer because the 
people I met on the vacation scheme and throughout 
the application process were smart, hard-working and 
approachable and exactly the kind of people I wanted to 
work with.”

 MICHAEL HARRIS
 2nd Seat – Litigation & Enforcement



INSIDER VIEW – OUR ROUTE TO ROPES & GRAY

“ I was working as a parliamentary assistant in the House of 
Commons, which, while interesting, didn’t provide me with the 
intellectual challenge and career progression I was looking for. 
I have family and friends who are lawyers and talking to them 
really helped me decide on pursuing a career in law.

 The HR team was great throughout the application process. 
I initially undertook work experience with the firm before 
embarking on the summer vacation scheme. When I received 
the offer I really felt that Ropes & Gray was the right place for 
me, particularly as I had been given the chance to experience 
the firm’s work first hand and meet future colleagues.”

 WILLIAM MOORE
 2nd Seat – Finance



INSIDER VIEW – HOW TO APPLY

NEWLY QUALIFIED

£115,000
SECOND YEAR

£50,000
FIRST YEAR

£46,000

Other rewards and benefits include

 GDL and/or LPC  
course fees paid or 
reimbursed

 £8,000 maintenance 
grant for both GDL  
and LPC

 25 days holiday

   Extended leave  
following qualification

  Discretionary bonus

  Interest free season 
ticket loan

  Private medical 
insurance

  Group income 
protection

 Contributory pension 
scheme

 Life assurance

 Gym membership

 Dental insurance

Cycle to work scheme

 Wellness screening

Wellness allowance

REWARDS AND 
BENEFITS

Our salaries are some of the most competitive in the market

“ Make sure you have researched the firm 
well. Know the firm’s history, the firm’s 
culture, the clients we often act for, the 
recent deals we’ve completed and the 
practice groups we have (and why we 
have them!). In addition, think about 
the type of lawyer you ultimately want 
to be and how Ropes & Gray is the best 
place to cultivate that, and what you can 
contribute to the firm in turn. But, most 
importantly, remember to be yourself.” 

VICTORIA SRIVASTAVA 
4th Seat – Real Estate



APPLY ONLINE 
ropesgray.com/en/legalhiring

FOLLOW US 
@RopesGrayGrads

Note: to be considered for one of our training contract places, you must participate in our spring vacation scheme. 
The vacation scheme is designed to give you insight into the work we do, meet our current trainees along with our 
associates and partners and provide you with opportunities to experience the unique culture of our firm.

FIND US
ropesgray.com

INSIDER VIEW – HOW TO APPLY

“ Be an independent thinker. 
Try to avoid obvious topics like 
Brexit or Presidential elections. 
Instead, write about something 
that your reader perhaps hasn’t 
thought about and tie it into 
the opportunities it creates for 
the firm.” 

 JUSTIN KANJI 
3rd Seat – Private Equity

“ Make sure your application is well written. 
Use simple language, avoid clichés and 
hyperbole, be original and try as much as 
possible to make your point relevant to the 
firm, rather than generic. Place yourself 
in the shoes of HR and the recruitment 
partner and imagine how they would 
consider your application having viewed 
hundreds already.”

 GEORGE CROFT 
2nd Seat – Private Equity



APPLY ONLINE 
ropesgray.com/en/legalhiring

FOLLOW US 
@RopesGrayGrads

FIND US
ropesgray.com
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